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MTC-Industry Collaboration Essential to Achieve NATIP Target.

The concept of green economy is not 

new. Economists and academics have 

discussed and analysed green economy 

policies for decades. The subject has 

also been discussed in international 

negotiations, including the Rio Summit 

in 1992; in Agenda 21 and subsequent 

agreements and international expert 

meetings. These global agreements and 

action agendas have, over the decades, 

urged countries to change the way their 

societies produce and consume. As with 

many like-minded countries, Malaysia 

has indicated its clear intent to be a 

front-runner in the green economy. In 

its 11th Malaysia Plan released on 21 May 

2015 by Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib 

Tun Razak, the government is enhancing 

ways to pursue a pathway that is more 

green and inclusive. The introduction of 

a new thrust in the Plan: Pursuing Green 

Growth for Sustainability and Resilience, 

implies the need to address green issues 

like climate change and environmental 

protection in Malaysia. For an overview 

of the Plan’s focus areas, please turn to 

pages 2-3.

This year marks the 23rd Anniversary of 

MTC’s establishment. Since its inception 

in 1992, the Council has provided 

stewardship to the Malaysian timber 

industry by promoting Malaysian timber 

and timber-based products including 

furniture to the global market. Through 

MTC’s industry-focused projects 

and services, the Council has always 

strived for excellence in carrying out its 

responsibilities. The Council has been 

responding to the industry’s needs in 

facing up to issues and challenges, be it 

addressing the issue of long-term raw 

material supply, carrying out advocacy 

work on green issues or providing 

trade opportunities. Nevertheless, it 

must be acknowledged that MTC has 

been able to carry out its programmes 

effectively due to the collaboration of 

many parties, in particular, the industry 

itself. Officiating MTC’s 23rd Anniversary 

Dinner on 18 May 2015, the Minister of 

Plantation Industries and Commodities, 

Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas, 

stressed that such collaboration must 

continue for the interest of the industry, 

especially in meeting the target of RM53 

billion in timber-based exports by 2020 

as set in the National Timber Industry 

Policy. Turn to page 4.

Several non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) found themselves in an 

unfamiliar situation when the target of 

their campaigns extended a friendly 

hand and offered to work with them. 

The NGOs, hoping to disrupt Sarawak 

Chief Minister Tan Sri Adenan Satem’s 

visit to the Malaysian High Commission 

in London recently, were instead invited 

for a discussion. Adenan, however, took 

a firm stance that his intention must be 

met by a firm commitment from the 

NGOs who must show their sincerity 

in helping Sarawak conserve its forest. 

More details on the meeting is available 

on page 6.

 

This issue’s FOR THE LOVE OF WOOD 

section features the creative use of 

Malaysian timbers in many projects in 

various parts of the world. From the 

Shangri-la’s Villingili Resort and the 

Viceroy Resort in the Maldives, the 

Henderson Waves and the Nautique in 

Singapore to the Four Seasons Resort 

Langkawi in Malaysia, popular Malaysian 

timbers like Chengal, Balau and Meranti 

have been applied in extraordinarily 

imaginative and creative ways. Check 

out these unique structures beautified 

by the use of Malaysian timbers, on 

pages 20-25. 

Happy Reading!

The Editor
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The 11th Malaysia Plan was released on 21 May 2015 by Prime 
Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak. It is a national plan for the 
next five years of the country’s development, and powers the 
last leg of the race to Year 2020 when Malaysia plans to achieve 
the status of a developed nation.

There are six strategic thrusts in the 11MP seen as game 
changers for the country’s advancement. Green growth is seen 
as one of the strategic thrusts that will enable Malaysia to stay 
ahead of challenges and opportunities in a fast-changing global 
and political landscape. 

Although the Environment chapter has been included in 
previous Malaysian Plans, this is the first time that the green 
angle gets featured as a main strategic thrust (“Pursuing green 
growth for sustainability and resilience”). This is an improvement 
from the 10th Malaysia Plan, which did mention the environment, 
but mostly within the context of ensuring quality of life and not 
from a strategic standpoint on its own.

Choosing green growth

Green growth is defined as “growth that is efficient in its use 
of natural resources, clean in that it minimises pollution and 
environmental impacts, and resilient in that it accounts for 
natural hazards and the role of environmental management and 
natural capital in preventing physical disasters.” - World Bank.

Malaysia is embarking on green growth and it is expressly 

stipulated in the 11MP. Nonetheless, green growth can only be 

better realised when the transformations happen fundamentally. 

It requires an essential shift from a “grow-first, clean-up later” 

development model towards one that views resilient, low-

carbon, resource-efficient, and socially inclusive development as 

an upfront investment that will yield future gains over multiple 

generations to come. The government shows its engagement to 

green growth by stating that it will provide relevant policy and 

institutional framework for green growth.

Datuk Seri Najib releasing the 11th Malaysia Plan, a national plan for the next five years of the country’s development.

Malaysia’s March 

Towards Green Growth 

11th Malaysia Plan (2016-2020)



It is crucial to have an enabling environment for green growth to 

materialise. There are four focus areas of green growth. For the 

next five years, Malaysia will be focusing on strengthening the 

enabling environment, promoting sustainable consumption and 

production, conserving natural resources, and strengthening 

resilience against climate change and natural disasters. 

An overview of the focus areas and their associated strategies 

are as follows:

•	 Strengthening	the	enabling	environment	for	green	growth

 o Strengthening governance to

  drive transformation

 o Enhancing awareness to create

  shared responsibility

 o Establishing sustainable financing

  mechanisms

•	 Adopting	the	sustainable	consumption	and	production	

concept

 o Creating green markets

 o Increasing share of renewables in

  energy mix

 o Enhancing demand side management

 o Promoting low carbon mobility

 o Managing waste holistically

•	 Conserving	natural	resources	for	present	and	future	

generations

 o Ensuring natural resources

  security

 o Enhancing alternative livelihood

  for indigenous and local

  communities

•	 Strengthening	resilience	against	climate	change	and	natural	

disasters

 o Strengthening disaster risk

  management

 o Improving flood mitigation

 o Enhancing climate change

  adaptation

A reinforced commitment to green growth will ensure that 

Malaysia’s precious environment and natural endowment are 

conserved and protected for present and future generations.

The commitment by the government alone would not be 

sufficient. The enabling environment for green growth must 

involve a long-term commitment from all stakeholders, 

business, civil society and most importantly the 

people. 
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Conserving natural resources 

for present and future 

generations is one of the four 

focus areas of green growth 

under the 11th Malaysia Plan.
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Datuk Amar Douglas is pleased that MTC is 
working with industry members through the 
MTC Advisory Committee.

Vol. 21 No. 3 Timber Malaysia

VIP guests at the dinner.

MTC-Industry Collaboration 
Essential to Achieve 
NATIP Target

Speaking at the 23rd Anniversary 

Dinner of MTC on 18 May 2015 in Kuala 

Lumpur, the Minister of Plantation 

Industries and Commodities, Datuk 

Amar Douglas Uggah Embas said that 

close collaboration between MTC and 

the industry must continue for the 

betterment of the industry.

The Minister made this in reference 

to MTC’s activities, which span across 

a wide spectrum of the industry. 

These include its trade promotion 

and marketing, raw materials import 

assistance, technology acquisition and 

public awareness programmes, which 

have been drawn up with valuable inputs 

and active participation from members of 

the timber and furniture sectors.

He described as essential, the 

collaboration especially in helping the 

nation achieve the target of RM53 billion 

in timber-based exports by 2020 as set 

in the National Timber Industry Policy 

(NATIP).

“This is indeed a daunting task given 

the sluggish global economic climate in 

major markets that has taken a toll on 

Malaysia’s export of timber products.  In 

this regard, it is important to focus our 

strategies on increasing value-added 

products including furniture where much 

R&D has been done to get more value 

from our raw materials,” said Datuk Amar 

Douglas.

The Minister noted that MTC through 

its concerted trade promotion and 

marketing programmes has helped the 

industry make inroads into markets 

such as the Middle East, South Asia and 

Central Europe in the last 15 to 16 years. 

“I am glad that MTC is also working with 

industry members through the MTC 

Market Advisory Committee (MAC). The 

MAC, with membership from the industry 

and relevant government agencies, plays 

an important advisory role on emerging 

trends and the direction in bringing the 

industry to the next level,” he said. 

On the issue of integrity, the Minister said 

that the importance of upholding this 

value in today’s competitive business 

environment is even more crucial to 

ensure that the Council’s appointed office 

bearers and management staff do not 

make use of their positions to derive 

personal benefits. In this regard, he 

commended members of the MTC Board 

of Trustees and Management for signing 

a personal integrity pledge to conduct 

themselves in an ethical and corruption-

free manner. 

“MTC is at the cusp of a major change. 

There will be a restructuring of its 

operating framework as well as the 

appointment of a new CEO soon. 

It is my sincere hope that these 

new developments will bring about 

fresh energy and enthusiasm in the 

management and staff of MTC towards 

better and more effective promotional 

efforts for the Malaysian timber and 

furniture industries,” he added.  

MTC through its concerted trade promotion and 

marketing programmes has helped the industry 

make inroads into markets such as the Middle 

East, South Asia and Central Europe in the last 

15 to 16 years.

Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas, 
Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities.”

“
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MTC Seminar Highlights Trends 
and Development in Key Markets 

MTC CEO Datuk M. Nagarajan (third from left) chairing the panel discussion held after the presentations by the speakers.

The MTC Marketing Seminar on “Recent Market Dynamics for 

Timbers and Timber Products in China, India, Europe and USA” 

was held in Kuala Lumpur on 18 May 2015. 

The objectives of the seminar were to update industry members 

on the recent market trends and developments for timber and 

timber products in China, India, Europe and the US as well as 

to provide a platform for industry members to network, share 

ideas and experiences in these markets.

MTC Chairman, Datuk Wee Jeck Seng in his opening remarks 

said competition amongst suppliers had become intense and 

timber trade companies had to better position themselves to 

maintain a strong presence.

The seminar featured five speakers: Donald Amstad of 

Aberdeen Asset Management Asia Ltd; Philip Yap of PYD 

Associates, China; Muhammed Nazeer of Global Pluz, India; Bart 

de Turck of Belgian Timber Importers Federation and Cindy 

Squires of IWPA, USA.

Amstad shared his views on the global outlook of the world 

economies relevant to the timber trade such as Japan, the 

US, Europe and Asia in his paper “Current Global Economic 

Scenario”.

Yap in his presentation entitled “China – Current Market Trends 

and Development for Timber Products & Furniture” spoke about 

the latest market trends and developments for timber products 

including furniture in China.

“India - Current Market Trends and Development for Timber 

Products & Furniture” was the topic of Nazeer’s presentation, 

which revealed that India’s wood industry has the potential to 

grow manifolds, and that Malaysian manufacturers could benefit 

from it.

The prospects the European markets hold for Malaysia was 

the highlight of De Turck’s presentation entitled “Europe - 

Current Market Trends and Development for Timber Products & 

Furniture” while Squires spoke on the recent developments in 

the US market and how IWPA is engaging the global market in 

her paper “USA - Current Market Trends and Development for 

Timber Products & Furniture”.

The seminar was attended by 92 participants from 61 

organisations. These comprised 65 industry participants, 15 

representatives from government agencies, eight from timber-

based associations and four members of the media. The 

information disseminated at the seminar was well-received by 

the participants.  

Datuk Wee Jeck Seng speaking at the opening of the seminar.
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Sarawak Willing to Work with 
“Sincere” NGOs on 
Forest Conservation

S
Sarawak Chief Minister Tan Sri Adenan Satem said his 

administration is willing to work with non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs), which have been campaigning against 

the state’s timber industry, in conserving and managing its 

forest. 

Speaking at his meeting with the NGOs, including the Bruno 

Manser Fund, at the Malaysian High Commission in London on 

6 May 2015, Adenan told the conservationists that the state 

would prefer to work with them than against them and hoped 

the NGOs would reciprocate by working with the state. 

“We invite UK NGOs to work with Sarawak and share their 

technologies in helping Sarawak combat illegal logging, enhance 

conservation of its wildlife and improve the socio economy of its 

indigenous people,” said Adenan. 

However, he said the NGOs must be sincere and be prepared to 

listen to the views of the state and not presume they were the 

only experts in forest management. 

“If your agenda is truly conservation and sustainable 

management of our forests, we are prepared to work with you. 

If your agenda is something else, I am sorry, I can’t work with 

you. You are not the only experts in this field, there are others 

who are also experts,” Adenan stressed. 

He pointed out to representatives of the NGOs that Sarawak 

has more than 8.4 million hectares of forested area, which is 68 

per cent of its total area. Stressing that the state had nothing 

to hide from the world in its policies on exploitation of its forest 

resources, Adenan said the weakness was the enforcement of 

the systems, policies and legislations. 

“Sarawak has in spite of all the challenges and accusations, 

done its utmost to ensure a balance between development and 

conservation in order to safeguard loss of natural resources, 

biodiversity and environmental values. The weakness is the 

enforcement of the system. And it is because of corruption and 

illegal felling of timber and forest officers who pretend not to 

know.” 

He told the audience that a task force on combating illegal 

logging and improved logistics support is in place. He added 

that in 2014, 136 cases were investigated involving 119 suspects 

and 33,292 logs have been confiscated. A total of 32,773 pole 

timber of differing sizes had also been seized. 

To a question from the World Wide Fund for Nature, UK 

(WWF-UK), on how the organisation could help in the 

conservation of the state’s forests, Adenan said the WWF could 

be part of a sub-committee of the task force. This will ensure 

that their voice will be heard, provided that those views are 

sincere, he said.

The Chief Minister added that since he assumed office 14 

months ago, there had been some changes to the forest policy 

directions. “I don’t allow any more timber concessions. I don’t 

allow any more new plantations. All the timber operators within 

the “Heart of Borneo” concession areas must obtain their 

sustainable forest management certification by 2017,” he said. 

On the mega dams that had been planned in Sarawak, Adenan 

said: “The talk about us building 12 dams is just what we plan 

to do, if possible, (it is) not a concrete plan. The idea is to build 

dams for energy. We have water. We have rivers. Why can’t we 

make the resources generate energy?” 

However, he admitted that the state had not handled the 

resettlement of the displaced people well and pledged to 

improve on that aspect during the dam construction process. 

“There will be problems with resettlement, we admit we made 

mistakes, but we shall have to settle them as it comes along.” 

The Chief Minister was also asked if the state was willing to sign 

the Europe Forest Law Enforcement, Government and Trade 

Voluntary Partnership Agreement, on which he said: “In relation 

to rules and regulations of timber legality assurance system, you 

keep changing on rules. We are prepared to consider complying 

with it provided you make the rules permanent and consult us 

what the rules are going to be like. We are the producers. Are 

you prepared to not change the rules half-way to suit some 

commercial interest somewhere else?” 

Among the NGO representatives present at the dialogue 

were Harfiyah Haleem of Islamic Foundation for Ecology 

and Environmental Sciences, Roger Wolens of The Green 

Organisation, Prof Paul Davis, Valerie De Liedekerke of 

WWF-UK, Mr. Roger Wilson of World Land Trust, Anouska 

Perram of Forest Peoples Programme, Viola Belorhad of Forest 

Peoples Programme, Tracy Lane of International Hydropower 

Association and Clare Brown Rowcastle of Sarawak Report.  

Tan Sri Adenan hopes the NGOs will reciprocate by working with the 
state.
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The Sabah Forest Department received four certificates from 

SCS Global Services for its sustainable management of 155,440 

hectares of forest. These areas are the Northern Gunung Rara 

Forest Reserve (61,330 hectares), Timimbang-Botitian Forest 

Reserve (13,610 hectares), Nuluhon Trusmadi and Kiluyu River 

Forest Reserve (75,804 hectares) and the Pin-Supu Forest 

Reserve (4,696 hectares).

More Forests in Sabah 
Sustainably Managed

These four forest reserves were certified based on the Forest 

Stewardship Council (FSC) Principles & Criteria and valid for five 

years. They are the Northern Gunung Rara Forest Reserve and 

Timimbang-Botitian Forest Reserve from 18 May 2015 to 17 May 

2020; Nuluhon Trusmadi and Kiluyu River Forest Reserve Forest 

from 11 May 2015 to 10 May 2020; and the Pin-Supu Forest 

Reserve from 20 March 2015 to 19 March 2020.

The certificates were presented by Tesis Budiarto, SCS 

Coordinator for Southeast Asia to Sabah Chief Minister, Datuk 

Seri Musa Haji Aman, on 22 May 2015 during the Forestry 

Department’s annual dinner for its staff.

In a press release in conjunction with the launch of the Sabah 

Forest Department’s Time Capsule, department director Datuk 

Sam Mannan congratulated the forest management committees 

on their achievement. These committees were led by Fidelis 

Edwin Bajau for the Northern Gunung Rara Forest Reserve 

and Timimbang-Botitian Forest Reserve, Rahim Sulaiman for 

the Nuluhon Trusmadi and Kiluyu River Forest Reserve and 

Frederick Kugan for the Pin-Supu Forest Reserve.

The Sabah Forest Department now has seven areas with FSC 

certification totaling 503,901 hectares. Forests certified in 

Sabah, either partially or fully certified under the FSC, PEFC-

MTCS System and Verification of Legal Compliance (VLC), now 

total 959,828 hectares. From that figure, 604,806 hectares are 

fully FSC certified. Several other areas such as the Trusan Sugut 

Forest Reserve, Sungai Pinangah (partial) and Mount Tinkar, 

and the forest reserve of Ulu Kalumpang-Wullersdorf Ulu are 

expected to be certified this year or early 2016.  

Datuk Seri Musa.

A total of RM560 million in savings and 375 bank accounts 

belonging to companies and individuals have been frozen as 

part of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission’s (MACC) 

probe into illegal logging cases in Sarawak. 

MACC Investigation Division Director, Datuk Mohd Jamidan 

Abdullah, said the bank accounts were frozen following the 

outcome of a major integrated operation, dubbed as “Op 

Gergaji”, at 48 locations in the state on 12 May 2015. 

RM560m Frozen in Probe on 
Illegal Logging in Sarawak

A
During the operation the raiding party, comprising some 

400 officers from the MACC and several other enforcement 

agencies, also confiscated more than 500 logs. 

“The case will be investigated under Section 17 (a) and Section 

17 (b) of the MACC Act 2009 (for soliciting, offering and 

receiving bribes) and Section 4 (1) of Anti-Money Laundering 

And Anti-Terrorism Financing Act 2001 (for money laundering),” 

he said. 
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The ambitious plan would place an area of at least 260,000 hectares under a “common and 
integrated” strategy.

A comprehensive plan is being drawn up for the sustainable use 

of land in Sabah’s interior. The ambitious plan would place an 

area of at least 260,000 hectares, including key conservation 

areas as well as land being used as forest and oil palm 

plantations, under a “common and integrated” strategy.

The Sabah Forest Department recently placed advertisements 

calling for consortiums or companies to provide experts 

specialising in landscape modelling and environmental economy 

for the project.

State Forestry Director, Datuk Sam Mannan (inset), said the 

project was crucial as it encompassed a land mass connecting 

three key protected areas. These are the 105,443 hectares 

Maliau Basin, Danum Valley (42,800 hectares) and Imbak 

Canyon (16,750 hectares).

The project also partly covers the Kalabakan and Gunung Rara 

forest reserves that are part of the state-owned Yayasan Sabah 

sustainable forest management licence agreement area.

“Among the things we want to see under this project is the 

providing of corridors of forests in this area connecting Danum, 

Imbak Canyon and Maliau Basin for the benefit of wildlife,” said 

Mannan, whose department is spearheading the project.

Called the Biodiversity Conservation in Multiple-use Forest 

Landscapes, the plan would address multiple uses of the land to 

Sustainable Forest Plan 
for Interior Sabah

A
ensure that any activities there were sustainable. Apart from the 

three conservation zones, the area would also include parcels of 

land that had been earmarked for forest rehabilitation, timber 

production as well as industrial tree plantations including oil 

palm cultivation.

“We are confident that what we are doing in Sabah can 

eventually become a model for other areas in Southeast Asia,” 

Mannan said. The project, which kicked off in 2012 and would 

continue for six years, was being partly funded by the United 

Nations Development Programme’s Global Environment Facility 

(UNDP-GEF).

Mannan said the department was working with Malaysian 

experts in the respective fields as well as the Royal Society of 

Britain and other groups in drawing up the strategies for the 

plan.

Considered Sabah’s “Lost World”, Maliau Basin contains an 

unusual assembly of 12 forest types. They comprise mainly lower 

montane forest type that is dominated by majestic Agathis 

trees and the rare montane heath forest type and lowland type. 

There is also the seven-tier Maliau Falls.

Danum Valley, which is home to animal species like the Borneo 

pygmy elephants, clouded leopards and five species of deer, is a 

rainforest dating back 130 million years.  





Datuk Wee (fifth from left) officiating the seminar in Muar.

M
MTC conducted two seminars on 

furniture, in Muar, Johore and Seberang 

Jaya, Penang, on 20 May and 22 May 

2015, respectively. The seminars, 

officiated by MTC Chairman Datuk Wee 

Jeck Seng, were facilitated by Philip Yap 

of PYD Associates, China. 

The seminars focused on the market 

trends for furniture in China and gave 

insights to Malaysian manufacturers on 

means to increase their exports to China.

There were two segments to each of 

the seminar. The first was a presentation 

on design, branding and business 

collaborations while the second part 

involved Yap sharing his experience on 

working with the Chinese market.

The seminar in Muar was attended by 

72 participants while there were 48 

participants for the session in Seberang 

Jaya. 

MTC Seminars on Market Trends 
for Furniture in China

Participants at the seminar in Seberang Jaya.
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A

MALAYsIA

Debriefing Session on 
China Market

The session was attended by 20 participants.

M

GeRMANY

Technology acquisition 
Mission

MTC organized a Technology Acquisition Mission to Hannover, 

Germany, on 9-17 May 2015. Eleven industry members 

participated in the mission, which was led by the Director of 

MTC’s Timber Industry Development Division,

Dr. Wong Tuck Meng.

Visits to LIGNA, a major trade exhibition for the woodworking 

industry, and companies in Hannover were conducted to enable 

participants to get an in-depth understanding about Germany’s 

timber processing industry as well as develop business contacts. 

Some of the participants acquired new machineries to upgrade 

their existing production lines.  

A debriefing session was held by the delegates of MTC’s Market 

Development Programme on the “Dialogue and Business 

Matching Session Between Chinese and Malaysian Timber 

Industries” at MTC’s headquarters in Kuala Lumpur on 5 May 

2015.

The mission delegates comprising members of the Malaysian 

Wood Industries Association (MWIA), Malaysian Panel Products 

Manufacturers Association (MPMA), Malaysian Wood Moulding 

and Joinery Council (MWMJC) and Malaysian Furniture Council 

(MFC) were in Guangzhou, China, from 23-25 April 2015 with 

MTC Chairman Datuk Wee Jeck Seng.

The objective of the mission was to further strengthen and 

develop new business opportunities between Malaysian and 

Chinese timber and furniture associations.

Twenty representatives from timber-based companies and 

associations, and relevant government agencies attended the 

debriefing session.

Heading the team of panelists was Goh Chee Yew of MWIA 

who gave an overview of the mission’s findings followed by 

Desmond Tan (MFC), Thong Chee Hong (MPMA) and Lee Leh 

Yew (TEAM), respectively, who shared their observations. Also 

on the panel were Jerry Tan of MWMJC and Neo Chee Kiat from 

MFC. 

The mission was participated by 11 industry members, some of whom 
acquired new machineries.

Dr. Wong sharing his observations with some of the mission 
participants.

Goh Chew Yew (center) chairing the debriefing session.
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MTC took part in the 18th edition of Batimatec Expo, which 

was held at the Palais Des Expositions Pins Maritimes in Algiers 

on 3-7 May 2015. The Batimatec Expo is considered one of the 

biggest building materials and construction sector exhibition in 

the North African region.  

The exhibition received good response from importers and 

trade visitors, as there was bigger participation from many 

countries. The building materials on display were also more 

diverse with more semi-finished and finished products as well as 

raw materials for the construction sector.

Though some timber product importers were not aware of the 

exhibition in Algiers due to the lack of publicity and awareness, 

MTC received many quality visitors and trade enquiries for 

timber and timber-based products.

Batimatec Expo attracted visitors from Turkey, China, Tunisia, 

Morocco, Spain, Italy and Germany, among others. 

MTC participated in the 20th edition of the Project Lebanon 

exhibition, which was held in the Beirut International Exhibition 

and Leisure Centre from 2-5 June 2015. Project Lebanon 

is considered as one of the biggest building materials and 

construction sector exhibition in Lebanon.

This year’s fair received good response from importers and 

trade visitors from several countries in terms of participation. 

There were more diverse building materials on display, which 

included raw materials, semi-finished and finished products for 

the construction sector.

The exhibition attracted many participants from Turkey, Iran, 

Egypt, France, Italy and other European countries.

The MTC booth received quality enquiries and visitors, which 

comprised architects, consultants and joinery workshop owners. 

Some of these visitors said that they were still unfamiliar with 

Malaysian timber species and timber products.

MTC also organized a market visit from 30 May to 6 June. The 

MTC delegation visited 30 companies in Lebanon to establish 

contacts, explore market opportunities and obtain updates on 

market developments.  

LeBANON

Project Lebanon

Project Lebanon is considered as one of the biggest building materials 
and construction sector exhibition in Lebanon.

Architects, consultants and joinery workshop owners were among the 
visitors to MTC’s booth.

ALGIeRs

Batimatec expo

MTC received many quality visitors and trade enquiries for timber and 
timber-based products.

The exhibition received good response from importers and trade 
visitors.
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MALAYsIA

Timber Talk

Ar. Loh delivering his topic.

Participants to the talk include architects, lecturers, students, engineers 
and members of the timber industry.

As part of its Timber Talk series, MTC hosted a talk by renowned 

architect Laurence Loh at its headquarters in Kuala Lumpur 

on 25 June 2015. The talk was entitled “Conservation of the 

Heritage of Wood in Malaysia: Current State and Future Tasks”. 

Loh is recognized as a leading conservation architect and 

cultural heritage expert in Malaysia and the Asia-Pacific region. 

His architectural practice of 35 years has seen him deliver highly 

commended projects related to new designs as well as heritage 

building conservation. 

Among his best works include the restoration of the world-

renowned Cheong Fatt Tze Mansion which was named Most 

Excellent Project for UNESCO Asia-Pacific Heritage Awards 

2000, and Suffolk House which won UNESCO’s Award of 

Distinction in 2008. Both properties are in Penang, Malaysia.

In his talk, Loh highlighted issues and challenges pertaining 

to the restoration of the Malay House and Southern Chinese 

Historic Buildings where wood forms a major part of the 

buildings’ fabric. 

Please see overleaf for a feature on Loh and his many works in 

heritage building conservation. 

Cheong briefing the participants.

T
The Malaysian Panel Products Manufacturers Association 

(MPMA) held a debriefing session on its market research visit to 

India at the MTC headquarters in Kuala Lumpur on 10 June 2015.

The delegation comprising Cheong Hok An, Alvin Yii, Peter 

Fitch, Eric Kang and Pek Woei Shyong were in Kolkata and New 

Delhi from April 18-24 to study the panel products industry in 

India.

Twenty participants from related government agencies as well 

as timber association and company representatives attended 

the debriefing session, which was headed by Cheong. The 

panelists comprised the delegates with the exception of Yii.

The MPMA delegates were impressed with India’s commendable 

log recovery in the absence of high-end machineries, and its 

productive workforce.  

MALAYsIA

Debriefing Session on 
India Market

The session was attended by 20 participants.
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The Face of 
Preservation

I
It is said that architecture is about evolution 
but when you are trying to preserve a piece 
of history and not everyone is eye to eye 
on it, then it becomes a revolution for the 
“preserver”.  Architect Laurence Loh is a 
revolutionist of sorts who has fought many 
battles to save priceless crumbling ruins from 
being wiped out. 



sPOTLIGHT

Balau has been extensively used at the Cheng Hoon Teng Temple.
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Loh is recognized as a leading conservation architect and 

cultural heritage expert in Malaysia and the Asia-Pacific region. 

His architectural practice of 35 years has seen him deliver highly 

commended projects related to new designs as well as heritage 

building conservation.

The renowned architect, who is also an Adjunct Associate 

Professor, has been instrumental in kick-starting the “restoration 

revolution” in Penang, which has resulted in the island receiving 

the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site award.

Among his best works were the restoration of the world-

renowned Cheong Fatt Tze Mansion, which was named Most 

Excellent Project for UNESCO Asia-Pacific Heritage Awards 

2000, and Suffolk House, which received UNESCO’s Award of 

Distinction in 2008. Both properties are in Penang, Malaysia.

Another of his restoration projects is the 17th Century Cheng 

Hoon Teng Temple in Malacca. This temple, which is the oldest 

traditional Chinese temple in Malaysia, won the Merit Award for 

Restoration in the UNESCO Asia-Pacific Heritage Conservation 

Awards 2012 for its outstanding architectural restoration.

Loh has been actively restoring buildings in heritage sites 

through an integrated approach that incorporates urban 

planning, building conservation, cultural-mapping, consensus 

building, transport, universal access and environmental 

sustainability.

The architect shared his experience as well as thoughts for 

the future at MTC’s Timber Talk series on 25 June 2015 at the 

council’s headquarters in Kuala Lumpur.

Ornately carved shrine at the Cheng Hoon Teng Temple.



The much sought-after architect gave 

an insightful talk entitled “Conservation 

of Heritage of Wood in Malaysia: Current 

State and Future Tasks”.

Loh’s presentation centred on the 

issues and challenges pertaining to 

the restoration of the Malay House and 

Southern Chinese Historic Buildings 

where wood forms a major part of the 

buildings’ fabric.

“Many are not aware of the wealth of 

information that is stored in a historical 

building. Our heritage sites are our 

legacy and they are priceless,” said Loh.

“Physical legacies are a repository of 

memories and heritage. Unless the 

physical legacy is preserved, we will lose 

it and the memory of it will be erased,” 

added the cultural heritage expert.

He lamented that Malaysians are not 

as much into preservation as European 

societies, which has led to the erosion of 

indigenous technologies that encompass 

building houses with timber, among 

others. Traditional builders and craftsmen 

are a rare find these days because people 

prefer contemporary designs.

Loh said one of the reasons why old 

buildings are destroyed is that there are 

no laws which protect their existence and 

contractors refrain from building with 
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Main entrance door of the Cheong Fatt Tze Mansion.

timber because of the Fire Regulations 

in the country and the high insurance 

premium that comes with it.

He added that the lack of professional 

know-how make building with this 

material an uphill task. The cost of 

building with wood is also high these 

days. 

Loh said preserving old Malay houses 

was also a problem because Muslim 

inheritance laws often result in multiple 

ownerships. 

“These houses represent the earliest 

vernacular samples of local building 

materials. They reflect a high degree of 

skill and the expertise of local craftsmen 

in working the high quality timber and 

in making intricate joinery as well as 

delicate carving,” said Loh.

He said local timber houses of old are 

fast disappearing because of the harsh 

weather conditions - high humidity and 

heat - as well as due to the owner’s own 

neglect.

However, some traditional Malay homes 

have been converted into chalets and Chengal was mainly used for the restoration such as for the timber door and window frames.



Timber-louvred doors line all four sides of the ground floor of the Suffolk House.
Inset: Stately verandah in polished timber floor and white-painted timber ceiling beams.
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beach resorts. The Bonton Resort in 

Langkawi and Tanjong Jara Resort in 

Terengganu were houses that have 

been attracting tourists’ dollars after 

restoration efforts. 

One of the hurdles of conservation is in 

having to convince the land or property 

owner to retain the property.

“Winning over the owner’s heart can 

be tough,” said Loh, who also restored 

sea-fronting houses in a fishing village in 

Tanjong Tokong, Penang. 

As president of Badan Warisan Malaysia 

(Heritage of Malaysia Trust), Loh said it 

is important that the younger generation 

understands the need to preserve history.

“There is only so much you can do by 

giving lectures. The need to reach out to 

the younger generation through social 

media is crucial. 

“That is why we have created a platform 

for youths in Badan Warisan’s website 

where they can communicate with 

us about conservation. They can 

tell us about an old building in their 

neighbourhood that should be restored 

or is about to be demolished,” said the 

renowned conservation architect.  
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The Balau deck outside one of the villas at Viceroy Maldives Resort.

Malaysian Timbers 
used in uniquely 
Creative Ways



Malaysian Timbers 
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Malaysian timber has come a long way since those days where 

the mention of wooden structure would conjure up imageries 

of traditional, vernacular built forms in rural villages such as 

the ubiquitous village houses or native longhouses on stilts 

with thatched roofs. This article showcases the application 

of timber in extraordinarily imaginative and creative ways. It 

features some of the most uniquely daring and different uses 

of Malaysian timber, which sees perfectly eye to eye with 

beauty and functionality, and more. The Henderson Waves and 

Nautique in Singapore, Four Seasons Resort Langkawi and 

the Shangri-la‘s Villingili Resort as well as Viceroy Resort in 

the Maldives, whose distinctive time-transcending designs are 

testaments to the versatility and flexibility of Malaysian timber 

for innovative and experimental uses.

Named after the road it crosses at an elevation of 36 metres, 

the Henderson Waves connects Mount Faber Park and Telok 

Blangah Hill Park in Singapore in a rather dramatic fashion. This 

274-metre bridge, the highest pedestrian walkway in Singapore, 

has intermediate supports at 24-metre intervals with a central 

span of 57 metres.  The bridge effortlessly harmonies itself with 

the natural landscape, connecting existing pathways and parks 

to provide natural and continuous access from both hills. This 

engineering feat of a bridge comprises four distinct sections, i.e., 

seven undulating curved steel ribs; supporting hollow sectioned 

vibration-dampening steel frames; Balau timber deck with 

curved balustrades, wooden seats and alcoves. The undulating 

curved steel ribs form a ‘wave’ that alternately rise over and 

under its decks. The curved ribs form alcoves that function as 

shelters hugging seats within.  

The bridge’s sinuous curves, designed to look like three-

dimensional waves, and its 1,500-square-metre timber deck 

required a great variety of different modular panels to form 

the complex dimensions. Five thousand pieces of 70mm x 

32mm Balau modular boards were used to clad the bridge in 

areas meant for interaction between man and material, such 

as the walkway, alcove seating and sidewalls. The boards were 

fabricated with numerical precision using proprietary software, 

which provided exact dimensions of the surface at regular 

500mm intervals, thus reducing material wastage. Timber 

specialist Venturer Pte. Ltd. of Singapore supplied the Balau 

The Balau-clad drum of the Nautique is actually the stair tower and not a flue.
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The Balau deck of the Henderson Waves curves seamlessly into a seat, a balustrade and 
then back into a deck.
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strips, which were certified as originating from sustainable 

sources by Certisource, a UK-based timber legality verification 

standard. 

Docked at Raffles Marina, Singapore, an unusual looking 

structure with portholes and a huge timber drum is actually a 

boathouse named Nautique - the home of Kevin Hill and his 

wife Kelly Chan.  Kevin is in the third of three generations of 

English professionals and craftsmen involved in the construction 

industry, specializing in timber. Having lived in Singapore since 

1992, he understands tropical timbers very well and often 

specifies Malaysian timbers due to their legal credentials. 

As a specialist timber contractor, he conceived the idea of a 

boathouse that meets all the requirements of a boat with the 

comfort of an apartment. It is effectively a floating water villa, 

the construction of which did no harm to the seabed. 

The 2,000-square-foot Nautique consists of three levels; the 

lowest level is equipped with a kitchenette, bathroom and a 

lounge that opens out to a patio. A master bedroom with an en 

suite bathroom occupies the middle floor while the top level is 

an open-air entertainment deck complete with a jacuzzi. The 

eye-catching timber drum is actually the stair tower, which is 

framed in Balau and clad in Merbau. The decking is made of 

Teak while the floors are Balau joists with tongue-and-grooved 

Merbau strips. The interiors are furnished with Merbau floors, 

solid Teak furniture and cozy sofas.  The boathouse, apart from 

being the owner’s ideal retreat, is meant to be a prototype for 

floating luxury villas that could be tugged to exotic locations 

and quiet islands for a truly private escapade, without feeling 

that one is on a boat. 

Inspired by the Alhambra Palace in Spain, the design of the 

Four Seasons on the Malaysian resort island of Langkawi is 

a combination of Moorish, Arabic and Indian influences in a 

Malay kampong setting. Latticed timber screens and Moorish 

architectural features are recurring themes in this resort. High 

walls with plenty of indoor courtyards to provide privacy 

are typical characteristics of built forms adopting Moorish 

architecture.

Located between its reception and outdoor floating pavilions, 

the consultation area sports a lattice of Chengal rafters and 

battens beneath a fiberglass roof. This roofing installation is not 

only structural but also serves as a filter for the otherwise too 

intense sunlight streaming into the double-volumed space. The 

roof is asymmetrically held up by painted masonry wall on one 

side, and square timber columns on masonry piers on the other. 

The roofing structure frame the pastel-coloured walls to provide 

an uplifting yet calming space for consultation and preparation 

before any spa treatments. These are complemented by the 

judicious use of timber in slats as simple screens and the 

polished Balau flooring.

As part of the Addu Atoll, Villingili Island is a five-minute boat 

ride from Gan International Airport. Shangri-la ‘s Villingili Resort 

A variety of timber species adorn the Fashala Restaurant at Shangri-la‘s Villingili Resort.
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and Spa is located on the northern 

tip of the island with 6km of coastline 

and 2km of white sandy beaches.  The 

132-villa resort’s structural works were 

all constructed with a mix of Balau and 

Kapur whereas Meranti was used for 

interior timberworks.  There are seven 

distinctively designed villas, two bars and 

three specialty restaurants in the resort. 

The Fashala Restaurant, which offers 

seafood cuisine, features the most 

dramatic design of the three restaurants 

and affords spectacular views of the 

ocean.  The slightly tilted giant central 

columns in the restaurant are clad with 

strips of Meranti. The floors are in Balau 

and the screen walls are of meranti slats. 

All the timberworks were finished to a 

consistent lime-washed look and feel, 

which binds all the disparate materials to 

provide a harmonious and relaxed spatial 

experience.

Over at the 61-villa Viceroy Maldives 

located in the isolated northern edge 

of Maldives, on Shaviyani Atoll, the 17-

acre private island of Vagaru is a haven 

of unspoiled nature dotted with palm 

trees and pristine sand encircling a blue 

lagoon.  The design of the villas is an 

interpretation of the hull of an inverted 

Maldivian dhoni - a traditional fishing 

boat. A deliberate move away from a stiff 

square or rectangular design, the villas 

have irregular shapes with curved walls, 

lending a sensuous feel to the spatial 

experience. Every villa comes with a 

private pool and a private sun deck. 

The villas are well spaced around the 

island for maximum privacy with 32 villas 

over the water and 29 on the beach. 

Some of the villas are single-storeyed 

while others are double-storeyed with 

either a room or an open deck on the 

upper floor. Those with a room on the 

upper floor have a dormer window 

for stargazing. An interesting mix of 

Balau, Kapur and Meranti were used for 

different parts of the resort’s structure 

and interiors ranging from roof trusses, 

ceilings, flooring and doors to windows. 

A giant chill-out swing suspended over 

the Balau deck from the ridge beam of 

the villas’ roof heightens the enjoyment 

of the Maldivian sea breeze and the 

boundless sky. 

These projects are just a few of the 

many found within the region as well 

as other parts of the world that prove 

that a discerning eye for esthetics 

and deep understanding of timber’s 

technical qualities as a building material 

could result in breathtaking functional 

structures that become icons in 

themselves. And whatever the design 

script is, Malaysian timbers such as 

Chengal, Balau, Merbau, Kapur and 

Meranti help dramatise and liven the 

construction stage. 

Information on these and other popular 

Malaysian timber species is available on 

the MTC Wood Wizard, which is 

accessible on the MTC website (www.

mtc.com.my).  

Timber rafters and battens form a tight lattice 
that filters light into the 

Four Seasons Langkawi spa.
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L
Shun Shoku Lounge, Osaka, Japan 

The sliced panels form an internal topography, rising and falling as a series of undulating and connected surfaces.

Located in a prime location right outside Osaka Station, Shun 

Shoku Lounge is part café, part information kiosk. The Kengo 

Kuma-designed interior features a topographical landscape 

made from layered natural wooden panels. 

The sliced panels form an internal topography, rising and falling 

as a series of undulating and connected surfaces. Food items 

can be laid out on the clean timber counters, establishing a 

composed and serene atmosphere suitable for conversing, 

socializing and dining.

“We piled up pieces of wooden panels to build the interior like 

topography. Various kinds of food-related items are laid out on 

this wooden ground. We expected that the chemistry would be 

just right for eating and the wooden stratum,” said Kengo Kuma.

Much of the furniture throughout the 82 square meter scheme 

serves as a showcase to display seasonal foods that rotate in 

and out on a monthly basis. On the café, customers can order 

smoothies and lunch boxes made from the seasonal ingredients.

Designed for Japanese restaurant guide Gurunavi, Kengo Kuma 

has completed a public relations space in Osaka, Japan. The 

installation nests inside its larger building, providing an intimate 

retreat away from the bustling streets of the city.

 

The owners hope that the shop will help disperse information 

about Osaka’s food and dining culture, while also bridging a 

gap between restaurants and farmers, all with a little help from 

wood.  

The Lounge when viewed from the exterior.
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Wetlands Gem in the Backyard

The Kuching Wetlands National Park, located 15km from the city 

centre, is an under-treasured gem in the capital city’s backyard. 

The park, covering an area of 6,610 hectares, comprised a saline 

mangrove system that includes an extensive network of marine 

waterways and tidal creeks interconnecting two major rivers – 

the Sibu Laut and Salak rivers which form the boundaries of the 

park.

The wetland park is a prime example of challenges between 

development and conservation. The low-lying swamp has 

witnessed the city’s growth in the surrounding area over the 

last decade. To maintain its green environment, the Forest 

Department Sarawak (FDS) and Sarawak Forestry Corporation 

planted mangrove trees on the opposite sandbank four years 

ago.

“The opposite sandbank is an important area as it is a habitat 

for the endangered proboscis monkey,” Irmadiana Ardi, FDS 

Executive Forester said.  “The survivability of the planted trees 

is good as you can see. The ones older than three years old 

have taken root nicely,” she added, pointing out that mangrove 

prevented erosion and provided habitat for marine life, which 

included mudskippers and the estimated 500 adult crocodiles 

within the park. 

P
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S
Sime Darby Property Berhad planted 100 trees in Subang 

Jaya, Selangor, under its “Together in Restoring the Earth’s 

Environment” programme with the help of the Subang Jaya 

Municipal Council.

Sime Darby selected three species of trees for the programme. 

The trees chosen were Chengal pasir (Hopea odorata), Damar 

Minyak (Agathis borneensis) and Meranti tembaga (Shorea 

leprosula).

Sime Darby Propery Senior Vice-President, Mohd Salem Kailany, 

said these trees were planted in seven of its townships to help 

regrow trees suited for low-lying forests.

Todate, Sime Darby has planted 48,000 trees in USJ Heights as 

part of its programme, which began in 2012.

USJ Heights Residents Association assistant treasurer, May Ku, 

said that they are hoping to expand the programme by planting 

fruit trees as an educational initiative for children. 

PJS 9 residents and Sunway University students planted 

30 trees along the New Pantai Expressway. The event was 

organised by the Zone 2 Residents Committee (JKP) and PJS 9 

Rukun Tetangga (RT).

JKP secretary and PJS 9 RT Deputy Chairman Mohd Noor 

Ahmad said the green lung was a favourite spot among 

residents as many like taking walks in the shade of the trees.

“Eugenia trees are used as a sound barrier and the trees also 

help to reduce air pollution,” he said.

Subang Jaya assemblyman, Hannah Yeoh, said Bucida trees 

were also suitable to be planted along main roads to reduce air 

pollution. She lauded the Sunway University students’ green 

initiatives and hope more student groups would emulate such 

efforts. 

Restoring 
Mother Earth

Green Shade 
for the Public

The tree-planting in progress. Residents and students taking part in the event.

A scene at the wetland park.
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The local Berawan fishermen have developed a unique method known as 
Selambau, which is only found at Loagan Bunut and involves the use of 
huge scoop nets mounted on large rafts to catch migrating fish. 

Loagan Bunut National Park in Sarawak is one of the most 

unique aquatic ecosystems in Malaysia. The lake, which covers 

an area of 65 hectares, will be drained completely when the 

water level in the adjacent Tinjar river is low, leaving a huge 

expanse of dried and cracked mud. This normally occurs two to 

four times a year, in February and in late May or early June/July.

This unique cycle of flood and drought has created a 

remarkable food chain that supports a large variety of aquatic 

and terrestrial animals in the area. As the lake dries up, many 

aquatic creatures escape into the Bunut river, which connects 

the lake to the Tinjar and Baram river. 

Huge flocks of wading birds, primarily egrets, gorge themselves 

on the fish, frogs and shrimps that are trapped in shallow pools. 

When the lake is completely dry, grasses and herbs sprout from 

the mud, and are eaten by the larvae of insects that have laid 

their eggs in the mud. When the rain comes and the lake begins 

to fill up, returning fish feed on the larvae, breed in the lake, and 

the whole cycle begins again.

The wading birds are not the only ones to take advantage of 

low water levels to find abundant food. The local Berawan 

fishermen have developed a unique method known as 

Selambau, which is only found at Loagan Bunut and involves 

Loagan Bunut National Park, 
Sarawak

The park is home to a variety of birds, namely eagles, swallows, malkohas, stork-billed kingfishers, magpies, robins, doves,
bulbuls, racket-tailed drongos and pied hornbills.
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LOCATION
Loagan Bunut is approximately 120km or three hours by road from Miri, with half 

of the journey being along gravel roads. Several travel agents in Miri operate tours 

to the park. If you wish to travel independently, there is a regular bus service and 

4WD service from Miri to Long Lapok, a small town about 15km from the park 

headquarters. Get off the bus at Lapok Bridge and enquire at one of the nearby 

coffee shops for private transportation to the park. 

OPENING HOuRS
Mondays to Fridays – 8am to 5pm

Closed during weekends and public holidays. 

ENTRY FEES AND PERMIT
There is a nominal entry fee for all National Parks in Sarawak. A permit is required 

for professional filming which should be arranged in advance with the National 

Parks Booking Office in Miri. Check with the National Parks Booking Office in Miri 

or the Sarawak Forestry website for the latest fee structure.

ACCOMMODATION
The Forest Hostel at the park headquarters has four rooms with seven double-

decker bunk beds each. There is a small canteen serving simple cooked meals, 

snacks and drinks. A generator supplies electricity during the evenings. Please 

contact the National Parks Booking office in Miri for reservations and the latest 

room rates.

FuRTHER INFORMATION
National Parks Booking Office, 

Visitors Information Centre,

Jalan Tun Abang Haji Openg,

93000 Kuching Sarawak,

Tel: +60 8 224 8088 Fax: +60 8 224 8087 

Online booking: http://ebooking.com.my 

the use of huge scoop nets mounted on large rafts to catch migrating fish, which are 

kept alive in submerged bamboo cages, called Kurungan, until they can be transported 

to the market.

The surrounding terrain features a variety of forest types, ranging from mixed 

peatswamp forest with huge stilt-rooted trees at the water’s edge, to towering forest 

with a canopy height of over 60 metres, making Loagan Bunut a birdwatcher’s 

paradise. The park is home to a variety of birds, namely eagles, swallows, malkohas, 

stork-billed kingfishers, magpies, robins, doves, bulbuls, racket-tailed drongos and pied 

hornbills. Other birds such as darters, egrets, herons, bitterns, storks and broadbill 

arrive during dry spells to feed on the trapped fish. Other animals residing in the park 

include the barking deer, bearded pigs, sambar deer, long-tail macaques, black banded 

langurs, lesser mouse deer, small-tooth palm civets and Bornean gibbons as well as 

many species of frogs, small lizards and snakes. Estuarine crocodiles are occasionally 

sighted.

At certain times of the year, visitors may take a fascinating stroll across the dried-up 

lake bed with a local guide for safety reasons. The Hydrology Trail at the park provides 

a close-up view of the peatswamp ecosystem, and Tapang Trail showcases the 

towering Tapang tree (Koompassia excelsia), whose heavy and dense wood is claimed 

to be the most suitable for making blowpipes. The Belian Trail features the mighty 

Belian tree (Eusideroxylon zwageri, also known as Borneo ironwood), which produces 

one of the world’s hardest and most valuable timber.

When the tide is high, the lake appears huge and majestic. The best times to drift 

by boat across the lake are early mornings to appreciate the mist-shrouded scenery, 

midday is best for viewing wading birds feeding on trapped fish, and late afternoon 

offers superb sunsets and more bird watching possibilities. The narrow longboats can 

go some distance into the forest, offering an excellent close-up view of huge stilted 

tree roots and the chance to see monkeys and squirrels.  
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